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15-year guarantee
•	 Protection against decay
•	 Independent project guarantees 
•	 SGVH warranty

GARANTIE

15
 JAAR          15 JAAR

Tried and tested 
preserved wood 
with built-in 
water repellence

Long lifespan
•	 Tested to durability classes I and II
•	 Cost-effective 
•	 For use in fully exterior applications

Available in color
•	 No peeling of the coating
•	 Improved coating adhesion
•	 Guaranteed coating system

Water repellence
•	 Reduced shrinkage and swelling
•	 Increased lifespan
•	 Also repels dirt

Fast-growing pinewood
•	 Renewable building material
•	 From sustainably managed forests
•	 With PEFC or FSC® certification

WAXEDWOOD® (Color)

KOMO®

•	 Monitored production process
•	 Quality assurance based on KOMO certification
•	 Manufactured according to NEN quality standards  

technology
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Water repellence
WaxedWood® provides extra 
protection against the effects of 

weathering for highly visible and 
decorative timbers. Based on a vacuum-

pressure preservative treatment, 
WaxedWood® is fully protected against 

wood decay. At the same time a wax additive 
is also impregnated, providing extra protection 

against moisture and reducing the on-going 
maintenance requirements. This makes WaxedWood® 

a suitable product for cladding, decking, fencing, garden 
furniture, playground equipment and other construction applications. Thanks 
to its increased dimensional stability, WaxedWood® also creates improved 
durability for all applied coating systems.

   Weight gain (moisture) over time

WAXEDWOOD® (Color) At Reitdiep in Groningen

Quay residences  at
Reitdiep Harbour, 
Groningen
Reitdiep Harbour is  Groningen’s city 
marina. Colorful Scandinavian-style 
residential houses were designed for 
the waterfront and the lively use of 
color has also given the development 
a Caribbean look. There are four 
quays with a total of 100 houses, 
all built with quality construction 
materials.

The face band sawn channel siding 
cladding is made of WaxedWood® 
Color spruce. Six different colors 
were used on 22x150 mm cladding 
boards.

Architect: Oving Architecten
Photography: Jim Ernst
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Traditional preserved timber is insufficiently 
protected against weathering. In time it will shrink, 
swell and crack. 

Water repellent WaxedWood® hardly absorbs 
moisture. Therefore it has an increased dimensional 
stability. 
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At Reitdiep in Groningen

Proven protection since 1995
Since 1995 WaxedWood® technology has been used in the Netherlands 
with proven results. TANALITH® Extra, a patented preservative with 
a highly effective built-in water repellent, is used for the production of 
WaxedWood®.	Laboratory	and	field	testing,	together	with	commercial	
use, have shown that WaxedWood®	provides	sufficient	protection	for	
applications in all the relevant Use Classes (EN 335) and has sustainable 
and durable protection against wood decay, fungi and insects. The built-
in wax locks into the pores of the timber, helping to prevent cracking 
and increasing the service life of the timber and subsequent coatings. 

Beautiful color effects 
from golden-brown to silver-grey
Architects and designers have the option of using WaxedWood® 
without a coating. Depending on species, uncoated WaxedWood® has 
an initial bronze-green to green-brown color that will gradually become 
a beautiful golden-brown color and eventually a natural 
silver-grey. The wax protection will increase the time needed 
for this color transformation. WaxedWood® can also 
have a decorative color coating added at any time.

2012

Weihoek, Roosendaal

The Weihoek project in Roosendaal 
shows that timber and modern design 
fit	together	perfectly.	The	30	ecological	
residences,	first	built	in	1999	by	HBU	
from Etten-Leur, still look futuristic. 
The project is a good example of the 
weathering effect of uncoated Siberian 
Larch WaxedWood®. 
 
Architect: De Architectenwerkgroep Tilburg
Photography: John Lewis Marshall



Occasion Centre, 
Beilen

Betag’s new second-hand car centre 
on the A28 in Beilen was completed 
in 2011. The centre is used to display 
cars both indoors and outdoors. 
Siberian Larch WaxedWood® cladding 
iss used for both the interior and 
exterior facades.

Photography: Foreco

At Betag in Beilen
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WAXEDWOOD® (Color)

Available in various 
dimensions and options

WaxedWood® is available in a 
wide range of sizes. It offers high-

performance options for cladding, 
decking and various other exterior 

and interior applications. Face band sawn 
WaxedWood® offers a unique product with 

a	surface	that	provides	a	superior	fixation	of	
coating systems, as well as a more gradual ageing 

towards	a	final	silver-grey	appearance.	Studies	have	
shown that cladding and decking materials which are face 

band sawn reduce the maintenance requirements of the coating and increase 
the service life of wood products compared with regular smooth planing.

Model specification sheet 
A	model	specification	sheet	can	be	used	to	assure	the	correct	treatment	
with WaxedWood®.	Model	specification	sheets	are	available	on	request	-	
more information can be found on our website: www.foreco.nl



At Betag in Beilen

SGVH warranty
A performance warranty can be secured from Stichting 
Garantieverlening Veredeld Hout (SGVH) for individual 
WaxedWood® projects. The SGVH foundation provides independent 
project warranties to give assurance to the eventual building users 
and owners. SGVH will carry out an assessment upon building 
completion,	confirming	the	correct	use	of	the	timber	products	
within the project.
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Fire station, Naarden
The	fire	brigade	and	the	local	council	
of Naarden share the same building 
which has external timber cladding 
to help provide a warm and natural 
appearance. The architect chose 
Siberian Larch WaxedWood® cladding 
because of the minimal maintenance 
required and the warm bronze-brown 
color.

Architect: Leesberg van Pelt Architecten
Photography: Foreco 

Warranty	certificate:



Vertical ventilated 
cladding at school in 
Bilthoven

The modern St. Theresia school in 
Bilthoven has external WaxedWood® 

ventilated cladding as part of its 
creative design. The building houses a 
primary school for 16 classes, a day-
care unit, a kindergarten and a public 
space for the community. 

Siberian Larch WaxedWood® has 
been used as the cladding and 
integrates	naturally	and	flexibly	
around the shapes of the building. The 
school is situated near a forest and 
blends beautifully into the 
surrounding environment. 
 
Architect: Sprink Architecten
Photography: John Lewis Marshall
Assembly: Foreco timber constructions

At Theresiaschool in Bilthoven
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WAXEDWOOD® (Color)

DUBOkeur® for timber cladding products
The Dutch institute for building and ecology (NIBE) carried out an indicative 
assessment to determine the environmental impact of WaxedWood®. They 
concluded that the use of WaxedWood® has less impact on the environment 
than comparable building materials and awarded Foreco their trademark 
DUBOkeur® accreditation. The review compared different products with 
each	other	and	was	based	on	scientific	Life	Cycle	Assessment	(LCA)	data	and	
‘cradle to grave’ calculations. The environmental impact is calculated based on 
an assessment of: 
•	 production	methods;
•	 maintenance	requirements;
•	 end-of-life	impact.



At Theresiaschool in Bilthoven

Hockey Club, Zwolle

Two hockey clubs from Zwolle have 
merged into one new club: HC Zwolle. 
A new sports facility has been designed 
and	built	in	the	city	to	raise	the	profile	
of hockey. The facility has Siberian Larch 
WaxedWood® cladding in an appealing 
warm brown color.  

Architect: De Bruin Architecten
Photography: Foreco
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WaxedWood® Color with a high quality coating system
Architects and designers have the possibility to use a wide range of colors 
in WaxedWood® projects, based on the WaxedWood® Color system. It 
offers a range of natural colors and the option of using any RAL color. The 
coatings are applied in a modern and controlled 
factory environment. The coating is a water-based 
system	with	a	proven	combination	of	oil-modified	
waterborne binders. The system weathers slowly 
and evenly over its surface and can be easily 
overcoated with minimum preparation. It provides 
a robust protection against UV degradation and its 
transparent	finish	makes	it	possible	to	accentuate	
the natural appearance of the selected wood.

Timber with PEFC or FSC® certification
WaxedWood® is a renewable building material sourced from 
sustainable managed forest areas, according to FSC® or 
PEFC standards, providing a high-quality, safe and 
assured choice of a sustainable building material.
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Build sustainable - use wood!
Wood is the perfect sustainable building material. 
NobelWood®, developed by Foreco, is a prime 
example. Wood from sustainably managed 
forests is processed with innovative preservative 
technologies to offer a high performance 
construction material. Similarly, WaxedWood® 
is a durable, low-maintenance cladding material 
with built-in water repellence. Our SafeWood® 
technologies provide timber with fire protection.
Foreco timber products are sustainable and 
clean, with proven high performance, confirmed 
through certification and project warranties. We 
aim to provide effective and reliable products for 
wherever timber is to be used - from riverside 
water contact timbers to sustainable and safe 
cladding systems. 
Nature produces the renewable raw material, we 
extend its possibilities! 

www.foreco.nl

NobelWood® TwinWood®

SafeWood® SafeWood® Select

IJREKA SPEELTOESTELLEN

•	 Gecertificeerde	speeltoestellen
•	 Lange	levensduur
•	 Gunstig	in	prijs
•	 Specialist	in	maatwerk
•	 Ontwerp	van	complete	

speelomgevingen
•	 Spelen	staat	voorop

Innovatief	van	ForecoInnovatief	van	Foreco

IJreka playgroundsForeco timber constructions


